SINS RELATING TO VARIOUS PARTS OF THE BODY
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Before you begin your Muraqabah establish Presence of Allah in your mind and heart:
❶Allah is with me ❷ Allah is seeing me ❸ Allah is hearing me
Now recite the following:
ِ ﺑﺴﻢ
❶ Recite اﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢ
ِ ْ ِ اﻟﺮﺣﻤِﻦ ﱠ
ِ ْ ِ Once ❷ 3 Times ﷲ
َ َﺳﺘﻐﻔﺮ
ْٰﷲ ﱠ
َُِٛٛا
❸ 3 Times Durood Sharif ❹ 3 Times ِ ﺣﻮَل َو َﻻ ﻗ ﱠُﻮَة ا ِ ﱠﻻ ِﺑﺎ
َ َﻻ
Now close your eyes and imagine the name of Allah is bright in the skies. Light is spreading
everywhere and it is touching your head as well. Through your head the light is entering the
body and as it gets to your heart your heart starts to recite “Allah Allah”. Imagine everything
in the universes is doing Dhikr of Allah as well.
During Muraqabah think of 7 things and present them in presence of Allah:
❶Presence of Allah ❷7 Great Sins ❸7 Blessings ❹7 Needs ❺7 Diﬃculties
❻ Seek Guidance ❼ Reliance on Allah
Reliance on Allah
Leaving it all to Allah and releasing it from your mind and heart and
recite Durood and then gently open your eyes.

prayer

PREPARATION LEVEL To think and to refresh the belief that Allah, the Lord of worlds is with me,
is watching me and is listening to my recitation & Dhikr in every posture of prayer at least once.

See the Heart Diagram for sins of the tongue

tongue

LEVEL 1
In all the major good deeds e.g. 5 daily prayers and one's dhikr, one should do them for the Pleasure of Allah and in order to attain
salvation and reward in hereafter. One should check and refresh his/her intention in the beginning, middle and the end.

sincerity (ikhlas)

The seeker should imagine, that all the worldly material, wealth, women, fame and
name are in the stomach. His head should be pointing towards his stomach. He should
imagine he is breathing all of those things to his mind/head and say ‘La’ and raise his
head until it becomes level. He should then say ‘Ilaha’ and imagine all of these are rising
towards his Lord. He should imagine that he giving everything up for his Lord. He
should imagine that Allah's name and light of Allah's name are above him. He should
then say ‘IllAllah’ and direct this light towards his heart, then back to his stomach. The
Dhikr should be repeated in this manner.
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